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Dealing with sanctions – young people

The information in this leaflet is not a full statement of the law, and individuals should be referred for 
specialist advice where appropriate.

What is a sanction?

If you are claiming certain benefits, you may be subject to a sanction if you do not meet the conditions that 
apply to you. A sanction means that the amount of benefit you receive may be reduced for a set period 
of time. In some cases, a sanction may reduce the amount of your benefit to nil, but you may qualify for 
hardship payments. A sanction is different from being turned down for benefit, or if your claim has been 
terminated, in which case you should get advice about challenging the decision.

Sanctions are separate from penalties (fines that can be imposed on you if you have failed to report a 
change or given incorrect information). 

The rules described in this leaflet are not connected to fraud (if you have admitted or are convicted of a 
criminal offence in connection with benefits – this can also lead to loss of benefits). 

This leaflet tells you more about how to avoid sanctions, and what to do if you are sanctioned. 

Who can be sanctioned?

A sanction may be applied to your benefit if you are claiming jobseeker’s allowance (JSA), employment and 
support allowance (ESA), income support or universal credit. A sanction can also apply if you are claiming 
certain benefits as a couple and your partner fails to take part in a work-focused interview. 

Sanctions can be applied to the means-tested or contributory types of JSA and ESA, but can only apply to 
the work-related activity group on ESA. If you are a single person responsible for a child, see our leaflet, 
Dealing with sanctions – lone parents. 

Universal credit (UC) is a new, working age means-tested benefit which is gradually being introduced in test 
areas for a limited group of jobseekers. The rules on sanctions for jobseekers under UC are similar to the 
rules described in this leaflet for jobseeker’s allowance, but hardship payments of UC may have to be paid 
back. 

You should not generally be sanctioned in the following circumstances: 

•	 You	are	in	the	support	group	for	employment	and	support	allowance	(ESA);
•	 You	have	experienced,	or	been	threatened	with,	violence	from	a	family	member	within	the	last	13	weeks,	

and	are	not	living	with	the	perpetrator	(for	JSA);
•	 You	are	on	an	employment-related	course	of	study	or	training	that	has	been	approved	in	advance	by	the	

Jobcentre (for JSA).

If you are claiming income support as a carer for a severely disabled person, you can only be sanctioned if 
you fail to attend a work-focused interview.

In other circumstances, you may have a good reason for not meeting the conditions applied to your benefit, 
so the decision to impose a sanction can be challenged. 

When might you be sanctioned?

The amount of a sanction, and how long it lasts, depends on your age, whether you are single or a 
couple, which benefit it is, how serious your non-compliance is, and whether it is the first time or a repeat 
occurrence.
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16/17 year olds

If	you	are	aged	16	or	17,	you	can	only	qualify	for	income-based	JSA	in	special	cases,	and	usually	only	for	a	
limited	period.	In	some	circumstances,	you	may	be	able	to	claim	other	benefits	instead,	for	example,	ESA	if	
you are sick or disabled, or income support if you are responsible for a child or you are a carer. If you do not 
qualify for income-based JSA, you can still get ‘severe hardship payments’ of JSA on a discretionary basis. 
Jobcentres have a special ‘Under Eighteens Support Team’ who must consider your case within 24 hours. 
You	should	explain	why	your	parents	or	anyone	else	cannot	support	you,	and	provide	as	much	evidence	
as	you	can	to	show	that	you	will	experience	severe	hardship	without	JSA.	If	the	DWP	wants	to	contact	
someone, such as a relative or social worker to confirm what you have said, it must ask your permission. 
Severe hardship payments are usually only made for 8 weeks, but can be renewed. 

If	you	are	getting	JSA	and	are	aged	16	or	17,	a	sanction	should	not	be	imposed	for	refusing	or	giving	up	a	
place on a training scheme if it is the first time you have done so. You should also be considered to have 
good cause for refusing to accept a job if your employer has not provided you with suitable training. In 
most	cases	if	you	are	sanctioned,	it	is	for	a	fixed	period	of	two	weeks,	and	you	continue	to	be	paid	JSA	at	a	
reduced	rate	(60%	of	your	personal	allowance).

Couples

If you are receiving benefit as part of a couple, the amount of the sanction can mean that your joint benefit 
is reduced, usually to the amount your partner would be entitled to in his or her own right. However, if you 
are receiving joint-claim jobseeker’s allowance, and you have both failed to comply with conditions, then 
your benefit may be reduced to nil.

Losing a job because of 
misconduct;	
Leaving	a	job	voluntarily;	
Refusing or failing to apply for 
or	accept	a	job;	
Failing to participate in 
‘Mandatory	Work	Activity’;

Amount Sanction period:

Your JSA is reduced to nil.

See below if you are aged 
16/17	or	a	member	of	a	couple.	

You may qualify for hardship 
payments.

JSA High level sanctions
13,	26	or	156	weeks

Failing to participate in 
interviews or schemes to help 
you	find	work;
Failing to carry out a 
jobseeker’s	direction;
Refusing or failing to apply 
for or accept a training or 
employment	programme	place;
Giving up, failing to attend 
or losing a place through 
misconduct on a training or 
employment	programme;

Your JSA is reduced to nil.

See below if you are aged 
16/17	or	a	member	of	a	couple.	

You may qualify for hardship 
payments.

JSA Low level sanctions

4	or	13	weeks

Failing to take part in a work-
focused	interview;
Failing to carry out work-related 
activity (this applies to ESA 
work-related	activity	group);

ESA	is	reduced	by	£72.40	 
a week.
IS	is	reduced	by	£14.48	 
a week.

ESA or IS sanctions
Until you take part in the 
interview or comply with the 
work-related activity. For ESA, 
an	additional	fixed	period	of	
1,	2	or	4	weeks	is	added,	
depending on whether this is 
the first, second or third time.
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Example

Sally has deeply held conscientious beliefs as a vegan. She tells her adviser this and makes sure the 
information is in her jobseeker’s agreement. A job comes up working in an abattoir. She should not be 
sanctioned for refusing to apply for this job.

Although the starting point for jobseeker’s allowance is that you must be available for any job, and willing 
and able to take up work immediately, there are some things you should never be required to do:

•	 Work	in	the	sex	industry
•	 Work	for	less	than	the	minimum	wage
•	 Sign	a	zero-hours	contract
•	 Take	up	self-employment	if	you	do	not	want	to
  
Once you are in a job, if you leave your job without a good reason, you may be faced with a sanction.  If you 
have left a job because of unpaid wages, bullying, discrimination or harassment, these should be accepted 
as good reasons for leaving a job (evidence may be required), and you may also be able to claim unfair or 
constructive dismissal - seek specialist employment advice.

How to avoid a sanction

If you are claiming jobseeker’s allowance, you may be sanctioned if you are not available for or actively 
seeking work, or if you refuse a suitable job offer. It is important to make sure that your circumstances are 
accurately reflected in your jobseeker’s agreement, also known as your claimant commitment. This should 
include:

•	 The	type	of	work	you	are	looking	for,	and	any	restrictions	you	may	be	allowed;
•	 The	total	number	of	hours	that	you	are	available	for	each	week,	with	a	breakdown	for	each	day;
•	 How	quickly	you	must	be	available	for	work,	and	any	restrictions	if	agreed,	on	the	level	of	pay	and	

distance	you	are	prepared	to	travel	to	work;
•	 The	steps	you	are	to	take	to	improve	your	chances	of	work.

The jobseeker’s agreement has to be agreed and signed by you and your Jobcentre Plus adviser, so 
restrictions must be reasonable and supported by evidence if necessary. If there are limits on what you can 
do, you must still be available for work and take steps to look for work, or else your Jobcentre Plus adviser 
may refuse to sign the jobseeker’s agreement. The types of reasons that may be accepted include: 

•	 Usual	occupation	–	if	you	have	been	working	in	a	certain	type	of	job	for	a	long	time,	or	a	shorter	period	
but intend to make a career of it, you may be allowed to keep your search to that type or level of work for 
a	limited	period.	This	is	known	as	a	‘permitted	period’	and	may	be	set	for	up	to	13	weeks	from	the	start	
of your claim.  

•	 Skills,	qualifications	and	experience	–	you	may	be	able	to	agree	to	only	look	for	certain	types	of	work,	
depending on your job prospects, the vacancies in your area, and the length of time you have been 
unemployed, but you must still have a reasonable chance of getting a job.

•	 Physical	or	mental	condition	–	you	may	be	able	to	agree	some	limits	on	the	type	of	work	you	are	prepared	
to do because of a health problem or disability. Medical evidence may be required.

•	 Caring	responsibilities	–	this	could	be	for	children	or	for	an	elderly	or	disabled	person.	You	do	not	have	to	
be the main carer.

•	 Voluntary	work	–	you	may	still	be	expected	to	give	up	or	rearrange	your	voluntary	work	to	take	up	a	paid	
job, but are allowed more notice to attend an interview or start work.

•	 Religious	or	conscientious	objection	–	if	you	have	a	sincerely	held	religious	belief	or	conscientious	
objection, you do not have to be available for work that would conflict with your beliefs, as long as you 
still have a reasonable chance of getting a job. 

If you do not have a jobseeker’s agreement or claimant commitment, you may be disqualified from benefit 
altogether. If there is a dispute about what should be in the jobseeker’s agreement, it can be referred to a 
decision maker. Rather than refusing to sign, it may be better to sign it and then ask for it to be changed. In 
this case, you should still receive payment while the dispute is being considered.
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What to do if you receive a sanction

Hardship payments
If you have been sanctioned on jobseeker’s allowance (JSA), you may be able to get hardship payments. If 
you are in a ‘vulnerable group’, hardship payments can begin from the first day of the sanction. You must 
apply	for	hardship	payments,	and	usually	show	that	you	would	experience	hardship	if	no	payment	was	
made, taking into account any other resources available to you. Being in a vulnerable group includes if you or 
your partner:

•	 are	aged	16/17;	
•	 are	a	care	leaver	aged	18-	21;	
•	 are	pregnant;	
•	 are	responsible	for	a	child;
•	 get	disability	living	allowance	or	personal	independence	payment;	or
•	 have	a	chronic	medical	condition	and	your	health	will	decline	further.

If	you	are	not	in	a	vulnerable	group,	you	cannot	get	JSA	hardship	payments	until	the	15th	day	of	the	
sanction. Hardship payments continue until the end of the sanction period, and are paid at a reduced rate 
(60%	of	your	benefit	in	most	cases,	or	80%	if	you	are	pregnant,	or	are	seriously	ill	–	in	which	case	you	
should probably claim ESA).

If you are sanctioned on employment and support allowance (ESA), you may be able to get hardship 
payments	if	you	can	show	you	would	experience	hardship	without	them.		

Challenging decisions
A sanction should not be imposed if you have a good reason for not complying with the conditions. You 
can ask for the decision to impose a sanction to be reconsidered. In most cases, it is important that you 
give	reasons	within	5	days.	If	you	are	still	unhappy,	you	can	appeal	to	an	independent	First-tier	Tribunal.	
However, the sanction is still applied while you challenge the decision, which can take months. Even if your 
circumstances	change,	(for	example,	you	get	a	job),	it	is	still	worth	pursuing	an	appeal,	because	the	sanction	
will continue and you may be subject to a longer sanction if you claim the same benefit again in future. 

Check whether you or your partner are entitled to another benefit
JSA	sanctions	only	apply	to	JSA,	so	you	may	be	entitled	to	another	benefit	instead.	For	example,	if	you	
become ill during the sanction period, you may be able to claim ESA. If you are part of a couple, sanctions 
are	only	imposed	on	the	person	who	has	failed	to	comply.	For	example,	a	couple	with	a	child	may	be	able	to	
switch claimant. If the person who was sanctioned reclaims JSA in future, the sanction will resume. 

Other sources of help
If you have been sanctioned and cannot get hardship payments or qualify for any other benefits, there are 
other possible sources of help:

•	 Scottish	Welfare	Fund	crisis	grant	for	living	expenses	(although	guidance	says	these	should	not	provide	
an alternative source of regular income)

•	 Local	authority	social	work	payments	for	children	in	need
•	 Charities,	trusts,	food	banks

See our leaflet – Supporting people with no income for more information.
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Further information and advice

Child Poverty Action Group in Scotland
0141	552	0552	advice	line	for	advisers	on	benefits	and	tax	credits,
Monday	to	Thursday	10am	to	4pm,	Friday	10am	to	12	noon

Email: advice@cpagscotland.org.uk
email advice for advisers on benefits and tax credits

Website: www.cpag.org.uk/scotland/taxcredits
for more tax credit leaflets from CPAG in Scotland

Follow us on twitter @CPAGScotland

CPAG	publishes	the	Welfare	Benefits	and	Tax	Credits	Handbook,	a	comprehensive	guide	to
benefits	and	tax	credits	for	claimants	and	advisers.	

CPAG	in	Scotland’s	advice	line	is	only	for	advisers.	If	you	are	having	problems	with	your	own	tax	credit	or	
benefit	claim	and	are	in	need	of	advice	you	should	contact	your	citizens	advice	bureau	or	other	local	welfare	
rights service.


